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Introduction 

Joint ventures are a great way to promote your product without having to 

spend a lot of money up front on traffic. You can leverage your own 

resources to multiply your own promotional efforts, and you can benefit 

others by helping them with their own promotions. 

Profitable joint ventures are a win-win situation for both parties. Done 

correctly, a joint venture can be extremely beneficial for everyone 

involved. 

In this report, you’re going to learn what a joint venture really is, how to 

use them profitably, and how to find people who would love to be your 

joint venture partner. 

Remember, a joint venture should be beneficial to both parties. Make sure 

you focus equal time on making your joint venture partners happy, and 

they will reward you with more traffic than you could ever get on your 

own! 
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What is a Joint Venture? 

A joint venture is a mutually-beneficial 

relationship in which one party promotes 

the product of another party, and in return 

the party whose product is promoted 

agrees to similarly reciprocate. 

In some ways, being a JV partner is like being an affiliate. You’re 

promoting someone else’s product in exchange for compensation, but 

instead of being paid in cash, you are paid by having your own product 

promoted in return. 

Usually, joint ventures involve email lists. This isn’t always true, but in the 

majority of cases it is. In the next section, we’re going to take a look at 

some of the different types of joint ventures. 

All JVs should be equally beneficial to both parties. If one party benefits far 

more than the other party, it can’t be mutually beneficial and you probably 

won’t be able to JV with that person again in the future. Build 

relationships, not money! 
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Types of Joint Ventures 

There are many different ways to develop 

mutually-beneficial joint ventures. We’re 

going to look at a few of the ways you can 

build the most effective joint ventures. 

 

Email Joint Ventures 

The most common type of joint venture is when two parties who have 

email lists of similar sizes agree to email their own lists for each other. 

Let’s say you have an email list of about 5,000 people and you meet 

someone who has a list of around 7,000 people.  

Chances are good that a good portion of your list will not be on their list 

and vice versa. That means each of you could reach many more people by 

cooperating and sending emails out for each other. 

Email joint ventures work well as long as lists are within about 50% of 

each other. If you have a list of 10,000 people, you could JV with someone 

with 15,000 people or someone with 12,500 people, but not 20,000 people 

or 5,000 people. 
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If one party has more than 50% more 

subscribers, both parties may not feel 

satisfied. You can JV with anyone who will 

agree to JV with you, but it’s a good idea to 

make sure all of your JVs are as mutually-

beneficial as possible to keep the relationship 

preserved for the future. 

Traffic Exchanges 

If you don’t have an email list, but you do have a website or blog with 

significant traffic, you can do a traffic exchange with someone else in your 

niche with similar traffic. 

Generally, the traffic you send to your JV partner won’t be exactly on par 

with what they send you. Even if both websites have the same amount of 

traffic, visitors aren’t likely to respond evenly to different offers. 

As long as both parties understand going into the business relationship 

that there is no way to guarantee equal response, traffic exchanges can 

definitely be beneficial. Just do your best to make sure you reciprocate as 

evenly as possible and both parties should be relatively satisfied.  
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Cross Promotions 

When you release a product, you can form a partnership with someone 

who has a product that complements your 

product well. Let’s say your product is a 

book about losing weight with a low-

calorie diet. You could do a cross 

promotion with someone who offers a 

calorie counter software program.  

They could promote your program as the best weight loss program to work 

with their software, and you could promote their software as the best 

software to use to keep track of calories with people who are using your 

weight loss system. 

Cross promotions are another type of mutually-beneficial relationship that 

can work really well. Again, both parties need to understand that the 

response they receive or the money they make may not be perfectly 

aligned with the other party’s outcome. There is no way to ensure a 

perfectly even reciprocation, but that doesn’t mean both parties can’t be 

happy.  
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Finding JV Partners 

Perhaps the hardest part of joint 

venturing is finding people to form 

JV partnerships with. It can be very 

difficult to find JV partners, especially if you don’t already have a big name 

in your niche. 

When you contact potential JV partners, you need to make sure to let them 

know what’s in it for them. Don’t talk extensively about yourself. Don’t talk 

extensively about your product. Talk about what you can do for them. 

You need to make sure you let them know why they should JV with you. 

While it is important to tell them a bit about yourself and your product, you 

should focus on why it would be beneficial for them. 

Now, let’s take a look at a few ways to find potential JV partners. There are 

many other ways, but we’re just going to take a look at some of the 

easiest and most popular ways to find potential JV partners. 
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Contacting Potential JV Partners 

One of the easiest ways to find JV 

partners is to locate people in your niche 

that have large email lists or high-traffic 

websites or blogs and contact them. 

Many websites have contact forms or pages you can use. You may be able 

to find email addresses or telephone numbers. If not, you can check 

WHOIS.net. You may be able to get contact information that way. 

Forums 

Webmaster forums and JV forums are great for finding potential JV 

partners. There are forums dedicated specifically to JVs, and general 

webmasters forums can also be helpful. 

Try these: 

http://www.warriorforum.com/forum/forum.asp?FORUM_ID=5  

http://www.digitalpoint.com 

http://www.jvnotifypro.com/community/ 
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JV Brokers  

Brokers specialize in getting joint 

venture partners together. They 

will often charge a fee for the 

service, but that fee can be well 

worth it if you are able to find 

good partners. 

Try these: 

http://www.jointventurebroker.net/ 

http://iajvb.org/ 

http://williecrawford.com/about.html  
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Tracking Results 

In order to ensure that your joint 

ventures are as profitable as 

possible, you need a way to track 

the results you get from each partner. You want to ensure that your 

partners are living up to their part of the bargain, and you want to make 

sure you know how well they performed in case you JV with them at a later 

date. 

Instead of having JV partners send traffic directly to your domain, you 

should have them send traffic through a special link so you can track 

results. This could be somewhat like an affiliate link. If you have software 

that can track it, this can work well. 

If you don’t have special software that can track results, you can have 

traffic sent through a simple script. You can easily get a PHP script that will 

let you redirect traffic through a special link and will track the traffic that 

goes through each link. Just find a link cloaking script that tracks traffic 

and you’ll be able to easily measure the results you get from each partner. 

You may also be able to track sales by setting up a system like Google’s 

Website Optimizer.  
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Resources: 

1- FREE! Learn internet marketing from A to Z. Get HUGE downloads! 

http://TopMoneyMakersInnerCircle.com 

2- FREE! 107 Pages PDF Report. Download it Now. 

http://www.drhilal.com/drhilalebook 

3- Get 2,100 optin leads every month. Guaranteed! 

http://DrHilal.com/Resources/organic.html 

4- Learn how to make $1,575.90 - $2,556.80 Per DAY in easy steps. 

http://DrHilal.com/Resources/gsniper.html 

5- Let other people build your list on autopilot and make you much money. 

http://DrHilal.com/Resources/hfs.html 

6- BIG guys only! Want to make $20,000 per customer? 

http://DrHilal.com/Resources/mlr.html 

7- Brand new buziness opportunity in pre-launch. Get it as soon as you can. 

http://DrHilal.com/Resources/daoptin.html 
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